Graduate and Professional Bulletin of Temple University.

Graduate

The Graduate School oversees all facets of graduate education at Temple University. It is responsible for admitting students who meet university requirements and recommending to The Board of Trustees the awarding of master's, professional science master's, and research and practice doctoral degrees. The Graduate School also reviews the qualifications of faculty members who have been appointed as “Graduate Faculty.”

Importantly, the Graduate School oversees the quality of new and continuing graduate programs, monitors standards of scholarship, maintains student records, and verifies advancement to candidacy. In concert with the Graduate Board, the Graduate School establishes and maintains admissions and degree requirements in consultation with the deans of the schools and colleges and their graduate councils. The Graduate School also administers policies established by the Graduate Board and Temple University.

Professional

With the advent of the 2020-2021 academic year, professional education has been added to the bulletin. Professional schools at Temple University include:

• Kornberg School of Dentistry
• Beasley School of Law
• Lewis Katz School of Medicine
• School of Pharmacy
• School of Podiatric Medicine

The programs and advanced certificates for each professional school are identified and delineated herein as the information becomes available during this academic year.